
It’s been a hard week for everybody not only 

for individuals which many have been 

suffering or leaving this world, Shelo Neda, 

but for the whole world it has been a hard 

week. Drastic and dangerous and fatal 

changes of the weather have taken thousands 

of lives all over the world. The list of this 

strange and dangerous weather that seems to 

change seasons from day to day bringing to 

almost every corner of the earth doom and destruction and death in many cases 

from unusual weather patterns that have hit most of the world and which has not 

been known since the times of the flood of Noach and the destruction of Sedom 

and Amora or the Makkos of Mitzrayim. 

Obviously, our planet earth which is not really ours but which has been loaned 

to us by the Creator of the World, is obviously degenerating for some unknown 

reason. Besides these latest weather connected happenings, we see clearly 

World War Three on the horizon. The reason for all-out war seems almost 

ridiculous and with no real base to such dangerous threats of war. It is obvious 

to any halfway intelligent human being that all of these wars that have been 

going on for the last at least ten years and have been perpetrated by the so-

called elite in order to put the peoples of the world into total confusion and to kill 

off as many human beings as possible and while they are doing all of this to 

make as much money as possible. I won’t go into more detail about our situation 

in this confused world that we are living in. 

I will just say that it is obvious in every way that the end of this world as we know 

it is happening. How it will all end exactly I don’t know. I only know one thing 

that Am Yisroel is still Hashem’s favorite children and that will be true for all 

eternity. I know for sure that every true Jew will be saved. I know for sure that 

every true Jew that is saved will gain eternity. One more thing - it is possible to 

do Teshuva on every single Aviara in the Torah. Hashem is waiting for us His 

beloved people, Am Yisroel to beg Him to forgive them for all their Aveiros big 

and small and to allow them to be His true servants forever. This great act of 

true Teshuva will save every repentant Jewish soul no matter what his or her 

sins might be. However the Teshuva must be real and sincere. 
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